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“Practices, Perceptions, and
Patterns of Research Integrity”
(PRINT research project)

Main research objectives of PRINT
1. To examine, define and typologize Questionable Research Practices (QRPs)
2. To examine prevalence and perceptions of them within and across main fields
of research (knowledge production models)
3. To elucidate the most predominant mechanisms potentially influencing QRPs,
and examine how they relate to individuals, institutions, norms, and standards
4. To provide a contextualized mapping of the current integrity of Danish research
5. Provide recommendations for improving research integrity in Denmark and
beyond
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The three work packages and their aims
WP1

Systematically review and elicit contextualized
knowledge and perceptions on QRPs through desk
research and focus-group interviews

WP2

Examine prevalence and perceptions of QRPs, as
well as mechanisms leading to QRPs, in an
international survey linked to publication data

WP3
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Various “meta-research” analyses of publication data to
unobtrusively examine markers of QRP and potential
institutional and social factors generating or amplifying
such practices

Where are we?
• Analyzing and still collecting/coding data
• Manuscripts are being prepared
• Five presentations at WCRI 2019

• “Questionable Research Practices in the Humanities. Evidence from a comprehensive
focus group and survey study” (presented by Mads P. Sørensen)
• “A Cross-National, Cross-Field Study of Researcher Personality and Questionable
Research Practices” (presented by Michael Bang Petersen)
• “Using the “List Experiment” To Identify Bias in Surveys on Questionable Research
Practices” (presented by Michael Bang Petersen)
• “The relationship of questionable research practices and how researchers perceive
their working conditions ” (presented by Nick Allum)
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PRINT questionnaire
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Structure
Introduction
Specific field of research
Preferred research approach
Trust in research findings
Statements about potential QRPs

6
7

List experiment (10th QRP statement)
Statements concerning research conditions

8
9

Personality traits
Demographics

Content
consent
own formulation
Knowledge production mode
7-point scale
9 QRP statements
Prevalence in field, 7-point scale
Own practice, 7 point scale
Severity, 7-point scale
6 q's on "pressure", 7-point scale
4 q's on "peer review", 7-point scale
6 q's on "organisation", 7-point scale
10 TIPI q's, 7-point scale
gender
PhD age
RI-training
Familiarity with DCoC

What’s different
• Martinson, Anderson & de Vries (2005)
• John, Lowenstein & Prelec (2012)
• Fiedler & Schwarz (2015)
• Agnoli et al (2017)
• Fraser et al (2018)
• Hjellbrekke et al (2018)

• Psychology
• 10 items based on John et al (2012)
• “Have you ever …, if yes, in what percentage …”

• Artino, Driessen & Maggio (2019)
• Fox, Honeycutt & Jussim (2018)
• Much broader set of QRP statements, beyond the canonical 10 items
• Statements are framed towards “the recent literature in the field” or “own recent
publications” and not persons
• Different prevalence measures
• In principle all fields of research are included
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Id

Type

QRP statements

qrp1
qrp2
qrp3
qrp4a

Authorship
Authorship
Lack of transparency
Data dredging

Included authors on a paper who had not contributed sufficiently to the work to merit authorship
Failed to offer authorship to collaborators who had contributed sufficiently to the work to merit authorship
In a publication, failed to disclose relevant personal, financial, political or intellectual conflicts of interests
In significance testing studies, continued to collect more data until you obtained a targeted result, more data until you get the desired result.

qrp4b
qrp5

Data dredging
Recycling (Lack of
contribution)

In significance testing studies, continued to re-analyse data until you obtained a targeted result
Published a research paper despite knowing that it is redundant and does not contribute to the existing knowledge base. Please note, reviews, translations
and other types of research publications are not necessarily redundant if they fill a scholarly need in the scientific communication.

qrp6

Selective citing

qrp7

Selective reporting

qrp8

Lack of transparency

Cited literature deemed relevant for your study without actually having read it
Claimed to have used a particular qualitative analytical approach appropriately, for example “grounded theory” or “triangulation”, when this was not the
case.
Avoided to share data, research protocols, information on experimental setup, instrumentation, coding, or other information about a study requested by
colleagues to evade transparency.

qrp9
qrp10
qrp11
qrp12
qrp13
qrp14
qrp15
qrp16

Biased reviewing
Biased reviewing
Biased reviewing
Recycling
Recycling
Selective citing
Selective citing
Selective citing

qrp17
qrp18

Data dredging
Selective reporting

qrp19

Selective reporting

qrp20
qrp21

Selective reporting
Selective reporting

qrp22

Selective reporting

qrp23

Selective reporting

qrp24

Plagiarism
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Agreed to review a manuscript despite knowing that you have inadequate expertise to provide a competent review.
When reviewing a manuscript, not invested the effort necessary to conduct a thorough review.
Submitted a biased review report that evaluated the manuscript unfairly.
In a publication, deliberately reused all or parts of previously published data without disclosure.
Deliberately divided the results of a study over more publications than needed with the intention to increase the number of publications
Selectively cited irrelevant or unnecessary publications to please reviewers or editors
Deliberately cited your own publications more than warranted by their relevance, to promote the visibility of your work or improve your citation metrics
Wilfully disregarded citing relevant publications that contradicts your own beliefs, theories, hypotheses, methods or findings
When analysing data, selectively focused on parts of the data or source material that support your preconceptions or hypotheses and disregarded parts that
do not.
Deliberately refrained from reporting findings that could weaken or contradict your theories, hypotheses or findings
Wilfully presented findings as more “clear-cut” than justified by the data. For example, neglecting to disclose contradictory results, or thoroughly discuss
study limitations, or deliberately overlooking counter arguments.
Without disclosure, formulated or changed your hypothesis after having seen the results, thereby presenting an unexpected finding as having been
predicted from the start in the form of a research hypothesis
Without disclosure, presenting an unexpected finding as having been predicted from the start.
Presented statistically significant main findings, without distinguishing between their “statistical significance” and their potential practical or theoretical
importance For example claiming a “significant” finding solely based on the p-value and not the effect size.
Reported main findings that turned out not to be “statistically significant”, as evidence for no difference, no effect or no association between study groups
or variables.
Deliberately used another researcher’s unpublished idea without giving credit. For example, publishing an idea voiced by a colleague at an informal meeting
without giving her/him credit.

International survey: WP2
• Eight (all) Danish universities, ten foreign universities in four countries
• Danish part: 1 invitation + 4 reminders
• 3402 “full” responses = 22% rate (2000 more have engaged with survey)
• International part: 1 invitation + 3 reminders
• 1308 “full” responses = 4% rate (600 more have engaged with survey)
• Austria 3.5%, UK 5%, Croatia 4.2% and US 2%

Sampling according to knowledge production mode
Denmark
Austria, UK, Croatia, US
Total
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Theoretical Qualitative Quantitative Significance test Total
630
798
160
1824 3412
324
270
48
656 1298
954
1068
208
2480 4710

Sampling according to main fields and gender
arts & hummanities
medical & health
natural & tech
social science
total

Non- Prefer not
Female
Male
binary to answer
266
306
6
28
495
676
17
30
489
1349
22
71
367
538
10
31
1617
2869
55
160

prop
total female
606
0.44
1218
0.41
1931
0.25
946
0.39
4701
0.34

Perceptions and prevalence of questionable research
practices
• General response patterns in relation to

• “Guesstimating” the prevalence in the recent literature in one’s specific research field
• Self-reporting of own practice in one’s recent publications

• Check out the above-mentioned presentations for more specific analyses
• Planned are also more elaborate analyses where we:
• correlate response patterns with background factors
• make sub-group analyses
• link our survey data to external (unobtrusive) publication data
• markers of QRP (e.g. p-hacking)
• social factors (e.g. social stratification: journals and researches)
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International respondents

Danish respondents

Estimating prevalence in the recent literature in one’s
specific field of research
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International respondents

Danish respondents

Reporting own practice in one’s recent publications

Strong symmetry in responses
Danish respondents

International respondents

Linear (Danish respondents)

Linear (International respondents)

Self-reporting of use in recent publications (means)

4

3

R² = 0.8922
R² = 0.8557
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Estimated prevalence in the recent literature (means)
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4

4.5

5

Higher estimates of
prevalence in one’s
field ≈ higher selfreporting prevalence
and vice versa

Aggregate results (dichotomizing self-reporting)
To what extent is this practice used in your recent sole or co-authored publications?
0.70

1 – proportion of “in no
recent publications”

Proportion of QRP statements

0.60

Danish
International

0.50

According to previous studies, this would
produce a prevalence rate of ≈ 0.37 (Danish)
and 0.40 (international).
Median number of “positive” QRP questions for
individual respondents are 3 (average 3.1
(Danish) and 3.4 (International)).

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0.00
In no recent
publications
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In half of my
recent
publications

In all recent
publications

Summary
• Interestingly, very similar response patterns among Danish and international respondents when it
comes to the QRP statements
• Higher estimates of prevalence in one’s field ≈ higher self-reporting prevalence and vice versa
• What are we measuring?
• Social acceptability, perceptions, norms … anchor effects?
• “Prevalence” (by dichotomizing) responses
• Aggregate self-reporting for 25 QRPs ≈ 0.37 (Danish) and 0.40 (international)
• An aggregate prevalence is problematic!
• Due to variation among individual QRPs
• Their perceived severity/relevance
• Ordinal measuring instrument/prevalence calculation
• Sampling variation (albeit in our case it seems to be quite stable)
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Thank you for your attention!
Acknowledgement: This work is supported by the PRINT project (Practices, Perceptions, and
Patterns of Research Integrity) funded by the Danish Agency for Science and Higher
Education (Ministry of Higher Education and Science) under grant no. 6183-00001B.

Follow the PRINT research project at http://print-cfa.dk/)
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But what are we measuring?

Seven QRPs deemed most damaging for “trust”
(dichotomized)
Danish respondents

International respondents

1
0.9

Proportion prevalence

0.8

Aggregate prevalence for the seven QRPs
deemed most damaging for “trust” ≈ 0.32
(Danish) and 0.36 (international).

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
qrp18: Refran from
reporting findings that
weaken and contradict …
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qrp11: Submit unfair
review …

qrp17: Selective focusing qrp8: Avoid to share data,
on data that supports …
protocols …

qrp24: Use others' idea
qrp10: Not invest enogh
qrp4b: Re-analyse data
without giving credit … effortto conduct a thorough until you obtaid a targeted
review …
result (data dredding, phacking) …

Seven QRPs deemed most damaging for “trust”
(dichotomized)
Danish - self-report

Danish - field prevalence

1.0
0.9
0.8

Proportion

0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
In no recent
publications

Proportion

International - self-report

In all recent
publications

International - field prevalence
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0.0
In no recent
publications
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In half of
my recent
publications

In half of
my recent
publications

In all recent
publications

